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07/01/2020 / By Ethan Huff

Bombshell as Fauci admits future COVID vaccines won’t
work, blames “anti-vaxxers” for failures of Big Pharma

05/31/2020 / By News Editors

Another Gates vaccine bites the dust … Sick monkeys everywhere!

05/28/2020 / By News Editors

MRNA Moderna using unethical and untested animal and human genes in vaccine – social media
bans info

05/21/2020 / By Franz Walker

Top US scientist questions Moderna’s coronavirus vaccine claims

05/18/2020 / By Ethan Huff

Canada partners with CHINA to develop a vaccine for coronavirus, which was spread by China

05/14/2020 / By S.D. Wells

Signs of the SECOND HOLOCAUST are upon us, as Trump prepares US military to force vaccinate
every American at gunpoint with untested, unsafe COVID vaccine before 2021

04/08/2020 / By Mike Adams

COSMIC END GAME: Coronavirus vaccines, depopulation and the demonic war to claim your soul
for Satan
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02/06/2020 / By Ethan Huff

New science proves that vaccines SPREAD infectious
disease, causing up to 15 times MORE infections among
fully vaccinated children

12/27/2019 / By Mike Adams

Pro�le of a CIA-funded vaccine propagandist: Lena Sun
at the Washington Post attacks natural health pioneers
while pimping deadly vaccines

06/18/2019 / By News Editors

AMA says mature 12-year-olds can consent to vaccination without parents – Taking away the last
barrier protecting innocent children from Big Pharma

05/01/2019 / By Ethan Huff

Measles vaccines kill more children than the measles… and it’s not even close

03/20/2019 / By Tracey Watson

Stunning: Vaccines cause 4 to 5 times WORSE outcomes for measles, scienti�c study reveals
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